
























Focus Area #4: Shem Creek 

Coleman Boulevard Revitalization Advisory Board (CRAB) 

I. General

a. The Coleman Boulevard Revitalization Advisory Board recognizes that

recommendations concerning Coleman Boulevard are not complete without

giving consideration to Shem Creek. Shem Creek is a natural and historic asset of

Mount Pleasant and is one of the most photographed places in the Lowcountry of

South Carolina. Careful consideration should be given by the Town of Mount

Pleasant in order to ensure that Coleman Boulevard revitalization efforts promote

the public enjoyment of the Creek, compliment the Creek's natural beauty and the

health of its businesses, particularly of the shrimping fleet and other commercial

fishing vessels.
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b. That Town resources be directed towards replacing existing intersection signals

with decorative mast arms.

Ill. Redevelopment 

a. That the Town, when private redevelopment recommendations are presented,

encourage a "restaurant in the park" feature for what is currently Alex's restaurant

and the land surrounding it, with parking being relocated to Live Oak and Lucas

Streets if possible, allowing for greater pedestrian use of the property.

b. That the Town, when private redevelopment recommendations are presented,

encourage redevelopment in a manner that allows for high density residential

above lower level commercial or office space. The Town should encourage

nearby building owners to move the buildings forward, toward the street, allowing

parking behind the structures and along the street.

IV. Transportation

a. That the Town implement intersection improvements that allow for more efficient

ingress and egress of vehicles on Coleman Boulevard and that allows for

circulation of traffic around Coleman Boulevard on Live Oak, Whilden, Hibben,

and Lucas Streets.

b. That the town pinpoint opportunities for on-street parking and landscaped

medians and that all transportation improvements be made only if the general

efficiency of Coleman Boulevard and access to current businesses are not

negatively impacted.
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